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Reserve System.I. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to present a two sector, two factor model
of endogenous growth in which physical capital is accumulated in a goods
sector and human-capital is accumulated in-an-educationsector. This model
thus follows in the spirit of Lucas (1988), who assigned a central role to the
process of human capital accumulation in the determination of the rate of
economic growth. We generalize the Lucas model, which assumed that labor time
alone was required to accumulate human capital, by allowing for the education
sector to use inputs of both physical and human capital. We derive a
condition under which this model has a balanced growth path in which both
types of capital and consumption grow at a common rate, and show that the
system will have a saddle path along which it converges to the balanced growth
path. We then illustrate the role played by the factor intensities of the two
sectors in determining the transitional dynamics of the model and the
comparative static effects of parameter changes.
A central feature of our analysis is the use of results from two sector
models of international trade theory (e.g., Jones (1965» to simplify the
dynamics of the model and obtain results on transitional dynamics for general
functional forms. Previous work in models of this type has relied on
simulation analysis to analyze the effects of policy changes (e.g., King and
Rebelo (1990», or has restricted attention to the solvability of the balanced
growth rate (e.g., Rebelo (1991». In particular, we emphasize the role
played by the intertemporal no-arbitrage condition which requires an equality
between the rates of return on physical and human capital. The dynamic
optimization problem yields the result that the relative price of education
output will equal the value of an increment of human capital (the ratio of the2
respective costate variables) in the optimal program. The intertemporal no-
arbitrage condition specifies the change in the value of a unit of human
capital which is necessary to equalize the returns (net of depreciation) of
the two investments. -~ueto the two sector nature of-the-technology, the wage
rate and rental on capital are determined by the relative price of a unit of
human capital (independently of the factor supplies). An increase in the
price of education will raise the return to the factor used intensively in
that sector and reduce the return to the other factor (the Stolper-Samuelson
theorem). The no-arbitrage condition thus becomes a differential equation
determining the evolution of the relative price of human capital, which can be
used to determine the value of a unit of human capital on the balanced growth
path (where the relative price of human capital is constant), and to determine
the dynamic adjustment of the value of human capital in the neighborhood of
the balanced growth value. l
We show that if the education sector is labor intensive relative to
goods production, the adjustment process for the value of a unit of human
capital is stable. However, if the education sector is capital-intensive,
the adjustment process is unstable. The saddle path for the latter case
requires that the price of human capital jump to its balanced growth path
value and remain at that level throughout the process. A similar potential
for instability exists with respect to the quantity adjustment process in the
former case. Due to the two sector nature of the technology, an increase in
the capital labor ratio results in an increase in the output of the capital-
intensive good and a decrease in the output of the labor intensive good at
constant prices (the Rybczynski theorem). In the case where the goods sector
is capital intensive, capital accumulation results in a decrease in the output-the model illustrating ~the-·effects of parameter changes and
factor taxation on the growth rate and the balanced growth path.
II. A Two-Sector Hodel of Endogenous Growth
In this section we present a two factor, two sector model of endogenous
growth in which there is a goods sector, X, and an education sector, Y. In
each sector, output is produced using capital and labor under conditions of
constant returns to scale. The output of the education sector raises the
supply of effective labor units by adding to the stock of human capital, while
the output of the goods sector may either be consumed or added to the stock of
physical capital. Since the model exhibits constant returns to scale in
reproducible inputs, the equilibrium will be characterized by perpetual growth
as analyzed by Rebelo (1991).
·Let K(t) denote the aggregate stock of physical capital at time t and
H(t) the aggregate stock of effective labor units (human capital). Factors
are assumed to be fUlly mobile across sectors at a point in time, and Six(t)
is the share of the stock of factor i (i-h,k) that is allocated to sector X at
time t. Under the assumption of constant returns to scale, the production
technology can be represented as
X - F(Skx K, Shx H) - Shx Hf(kx)
Y - G((l-Skx)K, (l-Shx)H) - (l-Shx)Hg(ky),
where kx - [(Skx K) /(Shx H) 1 and ky - [(1-Skx)Kl![(l-Shx)Hj are the5
capital/labor ratios in the respective sectors. The output per unit of
(effective) labor functions f and g are increasing and strictly concave.
Output in the goods sector can be either used as consumption [C(t)] or
added to thephysica1~apita1stock. Letting 0 be the rate of depreciation of
physical capital, the evolution of that capital stock can be expressed as
(1)
We simplify the treatment of labor by assuming that there is a fixed
population with an (inelastically supplied) stock of time endowment. The only
changes· in the effective labor force will result from changes in human capital
per worker, which is assumed to be a perfect substitute for a change in the
size of the labor force. Letting ~ be the depreciation rate of human capital,
the change in the stock of human capital will be3
H (2)
In what follows, we will use the terms labor and human capital
.interchangeably. Note that the educational process is assumed to require both
physical capital (libraries, laboratories, etc.) and human capital (faculty
and students). By measuring the labor input in effective units, we are
assuming that workers with more human capital teach more effectively and learn
more quickly. This differs from the specification in Lucas (1988), where
human capital accumulation requires only an input of time.4
The representative agent is assumed to have time-separable preferences
with a constant subjective rate of time preference (p) and an instantaneous
utility function U - C1-./(l-u). This utility function exhibits constant
intertempora1 elasticity of substitution (the inverse of this elasticity is6
denoted by 0, where 0 < 0 < ~), and is chosen because it yields a balanced
growth path.S Given all preference and technology parameters, the
representative agent's optimization problem can be specified as
(Pl)
subject to (1), (2), H(O) - He, K(O) - Ro, and non-negativity constraints on
all quantities. (Pl) is a dynamic optimization problem with control variables
c, S~, and S~ and state variables Hand K. The utility function is concave
in the controls, and the technology is convex. If p > (l-o)vmu' where vmu is
the highest attainable rate of consumption growth, then V(K,H) < ~ and the
results of Benveniste and Scheinkman (1982) can be applied to yield necessary
conditions for the optimal growth path. Forming the current value Hamiltonian
for this problem, with p and A as the costate variables associated with K and
H respectively, we obtain the following necessary conditions:
o (pf' -Ag' )K
[p(f-kxf') - A(g-kyg')]H - 0
lim e-ptp(t)K(t) - 0
t-..
lim e-P'A(t)H(t) - 0, ,-..








In the next section, we will analyze the necessary conditions given by7
(3), and show that there exists a balanced growth path along which C, H, and K
grow at a common rate. Furthermore, along this balanced growth path p and A
grow at a common rate. Since the costate variables represent the values of a
unit of human and-physical capital respectively, the -ratio of these variables
p - Alp is the relative value of a unit of human capital, which will also be
constant on the balanced growth path. We then show in Section IV that the
model has a saddle path which converges to this balanced growth path.
III. The Balanced Growth Path
In analyzing the necessary conditions (3), we will make use of the fact
that the use of the relative price p in this two sector growth model yields
substantial simplifications of the type that are familiar from the analysis of
the Heckscher-Ohlin model of international trade. The two factor, two good
nature of the technology means that this model has the factor price
equalization property: prices of the productive factors (and therefore the
factor proportions kx and ky) can be solved as functions of the relative
output prices alone when both sectors are in operation. This property makes
it possible to analyze the dynamics of the relative price of human capital
separately from the other variables in the system. Therefore, we will first
analyze the behavior of p, and then turn to the evolution of the remaining
variables of the system.
A. Output Prices, Factor Returns, and Steady-state Growth
In this section we show that the factor prices and factor proportions
are determined by the relative price of Y output along the optimal path as
long as both sectors are in operation.7 We then use the intertemporal no-8
arbitrage conditions, which guarantee the equalization of returns from
investment in physical and human capital, to derive the evolution of this
relative price of Y output along the optimal path. We show that evolution of
p and the growth rate ~f consumption are·both determined by the level of p
alone.
Equations (3b) and (3c) require that the marginal revenue products of
capital and labor be equalized across sectors at each point in time, where
marginal revenue products are evaluated using the price of human capital, p.
Defining ~(~) to be the marginal physical product of physical capital in
sector j (j-x,y) and Wj(~) the marginal physical product of human capital,





Equations (4) can be solved for the equilibrium factor proportions ~ (or
equivalently the equilibrium factor returns) as functions of p alone. Totally
differentiating (4) yields
dk,./dp - (f"g,,)-l (ryw;-wy r;)/(k,.-ky)
dky/dp - (f"g")-l (ryw~-wyr~)/(k,.-ky).
By the definition of the marginal productivities, r~ - f" < 0, r; - g" < 0, w~
- ok,. f" > 0 and w; - -ky g" > O. The first two expressions in parentheses
must be positive in each of the above equations, which means that the relation
between p and factor proportions is determined by the relative factor
intensities of the two sectors. This can be summarized as:
Lemma 1: The capital/labor ratios in the optimal solution can be expressed as9
kx(p) and ky(p). Capital/labor ratios are increasing in p iff the education
sector is labor intensive relative to the goods sector (kx > ky).
This is an application of the Stolper-Samuelson theorem, which states that an
increase in the relative price of a good causes an increase in the relative
reward of the factor used intensively in that sector. When the education
sector is labor (capital) intensive, an increase in its price raises (lowers)
the relative cost of labor, which will in turn raise the capital/labor ratio
in both sectors.
In a balanced growth equilibrium, the shadow values A and ~ must grow at
the same rate, so that p is a constant. Subtracting (3c) from (3d) and
utilizing Lemma 1, we obtain an expression for the evolution of p
(5)
Equation (5) is an intertemporal no-arbitrage condition: it specifies the
intertemporal relative-price adjustment necessary to equalize the net returns
on human and physical capital. If r x - 0 > w y - q, the rental value of
capital (net of depreciation) exceeds that on human capital, and there must be
a capital gain earned on human capital investments to offset the difference in
net rental values if investment in both types of capital is to take place.
The relative price of sector y output in a balanced growth equilibrium
will be the value that solves (5) with pip - O. Note that this price will
depend on the depreciation rates of the two types of capital and the marginal
productivity of the factors, but not on the rate of time preference. Since
the evolution of the price of human capital is a function of p alone, we can





=[r'( x) x ap (6)
Since r~ < 0 and w; > 0, application of Lemma 1 indicates that the expression
in brackets on the right hand side of (6) is negative iff kx > kyo Thus, we
have:
Lemma 2: The intertemporal adjustment process of the relative price of human
capital investment is a function of p alone. This process is stable (dp/dp
< 0) iff the education sector is labor intensive relative to the goods sector
The role of the sectoral factor intensities in the dynamics of p is
illustrated in Figure 1. The pip - 0 locus must be downward-sloping in
(kx,ky) space, since the difference between returns to capital and labor is
decreasing in the capital intensity of both sectors. Points above the
pip - 0 locus must then be associated with pip < O. The ~
locus in Figure 1 describes competitive equilibrium factor usage, which is the
locus of values of sectoral capital intensities that are consistent with
equalization of factor returns across sectors [(4a) and (4b)] at various
values of p. By Lemma 1, this locus must be upward-sloping. Suppose we start
from an initial value of p at which pip < 0, which occurs when the riet rental
on human capital exceeds that on physical capital. If kx > ky, the reduction
of p will raise the relative return to physical capital and reduce the
capital/labor ratios in both sectors (by Lemma 1). This reduces the
differential between physical and human capital, resulting in movement along
the ~ - 0 locus toward point E1 on the pip - 0 as illustrated in Figure lao11
The price adjustment process is stable in this case.
If kx < ky, the price adjustment process is unstable. Starting from a
point where pip < 0, the reduction in p will reduce the relative return to
capital, which raises capital/labor ratios and widens the gap between the
return to physical and human capital as shown in Figure lb. In this case, the
adjustment process can only be completed if the system jumps immediately to
the steady-state price level given by point E2 in Figure lb.
The current level of p will also determine the growth rate of
consumption. Differentiating condition (3a) for optimal consumption with
respect to t and equating to (3d) yields
c - vc(p)C,
where Vc - 0.1 [rx(kx(p» - (p+o)].
(7a)
(7b)
This condition requires that the marginal utility of consumption decline at
the same rate as the shadow value of a unit of capital, ~/~, along the
optimal path. Returns from consumption will be equalized with those from
investing in capital. Differentiation of (7b) with respect to p yields v' (p)
1 ' ,
- o' rxkx. Application of Lemma 1 yields:
Lemma 3: The growth rate of consumption is decreasing in p iff the education
sector is relatively labor intensive (kx > ky).
If kx > ky, an increase in p decreases the net rental on capital, making
investment in physical capital less attractive. More of good X is then
allocated to current consumption rather than investment.12
B. Output Supplies and Existence of the Balanced Growth Path
A balanced growth path is one in which C, H, and K all grow at constant
rates. Lemma 3 established that in order for consumption to grow at a
constant rate, the relative price of sector Y output must be a constant. From
Lemma 2, the relative price in the balanced growth path, denoted p', is
determined by the intertemporal no arbitrage condition and the requirement
that the factor returns be equalized. In this section we complete our
characterization of the balanced growth path by analyzing the conditions for a
constant growth rate for human and physical capital.
Define c c C/H and k 5 K/H. We will establish the following result:
Proposition 1: If a balance growth path exists, it exhibits a common growth
rate v' for consumption and the two factors. If the economy starts from the
initial endowment k', then the balanced growth path will solve the first order
conditions (3a) - (3g) of the dynamic optimization problem (PI) if wy - ~ >
• v .
In order to characterize the balanced growth path and prove proposition
I, it will first be useful to derive comparative statics results for the
effects of p and k on the sectoral outputs. The full employment condition for
capital requires that Shxkx(p) + (l-Shx)ky(P) - k, or Shx - (k-ky(p»/(kx(p)-
ky(p». Scaling the outputs of each sector by the stock of human capital, we
can express outputs as x(p,k) - X/H - Shx(p,k)f(kx(p» and y(p,k) - Y/H -
(l-Shx(p,k»g(ky(p». The following lemma summarizes the comparative statics
effects of changes in prices and endowments on normalized outputs.





The two factor model with constant returns to scale has a concave
transformation schedule, which yields the normal output supply responses. The
effects of endowments on output supplies are the well known Rybczynski Theorem
from international trade theory: an increase in the aggregate capital/labor
ratio results in a more than proportional expansion of the output of the
capital intensive good and a decrease in the output of the labor intensive
good.
Letting vi denote the growth rate of factor i, equations (1) and (2) can
be rewritten as
VH - H /H = y(p,k) - q (8a)
VK - K/K - k-1[x(p,k) - c] - 5. (8b)
By definition, p and vi are constant along balanced growth paths. From (8),
it is clear that constant growth rates for the capital stocks require c and k
to be constant. This implies that a balanced growth path is one in which C,
H, and K all grow at the common rate v".8 The values of c and k consistent
with balanced growth can now be determined by solving (8) using p - p" and
We now establish that solutions c" and k* to (8) will exist if w y - q
> v*. First, note that the aggregate factor proportion in the balanced growth
equilibrium, k", is determined by the requirement that human capital grow at
rate v*. In order for a balanced growth path to exist, we must have a
solution of (8a) with k £ [kx,kyJ. From Lemma 4, the right hand side of (8a)
is linear in k. Since Shx - (k-kx)/(ky-kx), we have y(p,kx(p» = 0 and14
y(p,ky(p» g(ky). Evaluating (8a) at these endpoints yields vH(kx) - - ~
and vH(ky) g(ky) - ~ > wy -~. Therefore, wy - ~ > v· > 0 is sufficient for
the existence of a unique k' consistent with balanced growth.
Given the-solution -for k' from (8a) , -(-8b) yields the normalized
consumption in the balanced growth equilibrium, c'. The condition wy - ~ > v·
is also sufficient to ensure c' > O. To establish this, note that normalized
national income can be written as x + py - W x + rxk. Substituting for x and y
from (8) and using the equalization of factor returns across sectors yields
c - (rx-S-vK) + p(Wy-~-vH). Since rx S - wy - ~ in the steady state (from
(5», wy - ~ > v· guarantees c' > O.
These results have established the existence of a balanced growth path
that solves the conditions (3a)-(3e) of Pl. To complete the proof of
Proposition 1, it remains to show that this solution also satisfies the
transversality conditions (3f) and (3g). From (3d), P will grow at rate
p + S - rx on the balanced growth path. Since K is growing at v', the
transversality condition (3f) will be satisfied if rx - S > v· From above,
this condition is satisfied by a balanced growth path with c' > O. A similar
argument establishes that this condition also ensures that (3g) will be
satisfied, which completes the proof of Proposition 1. Note that by
substituting from the definition of Vc in (7b), the condition for existence of
a balanced growth path can be rewritten as (rx-S) > p/(l-a). This condition
is more likely to be satisfied the greater is a, which corresponds to a lower
intertemporal elasticity of substitution.15
IV. Transitional Dynamics
In this section we analyze the transitional dynamics of the system in
the neighborhood of the balanced growth path, and investigate the role played
by the relative factor intensities of the two sectors in determining the
dynamics of the system.
It is shown in the Appendix that this system can be analyzed using the
normalized variables (i.e., c = C/H, k = K!H) and the relative price p. This
result is shown by noting that due to the assumptions on preferences and
technology, the problem (P1) can be equivalently formulated as
H~-O rO"" C(t)l-o e-f.(tj dt
-1) J, 1-cr (P2)
where ~(t) = pt - (l-cr)[f;«l-Shx)g(ky)-q)dsj and the transition rule for k is
k - [Shxf(kx)-c-(l-Shx)g(ky)k+(q-o)k]. Expressing the problem in the form (P2)
yields two insights about the optimization problem. First, it is shown in the
Appendix that by making use of a variant of the Uzawa transformation, (P2) can
be solved as an optimal control problem with a single state variable k, and
this system has a saddle path which converges to steady state values k* and
* c. Furthermore, it can be shown that the transversa1ity condition for this
transformed problem implies that p = 0 along the saddle path. Second, since
V(K,H) = HI-ov(k), the function V(K,H) is homogeneous of degree 1-cr. This
result will be useful in the analysis of the transitional dynamics below.
Utilizing (7) and (8), the dynamics of consumption and factor supplies
can be expressed as16
. .
c/c G/G H/H -vc(p) - y(p,k) + ~
k'/k - K/K - H/H - k-l[x(p,k)-c] - y(p,k) + ~ - S.
(9)
(10)
Equations (5), (9), and (10) describe the evolution of the state variables p,
c, and k.
The results of Lemmas 1-4 can now be used to analyze the transitional
dynamics of the system. The linearized dynamic system is given by
where 'k",' r - x
all 0 0





a31 - k'! ax/ap - aylap < 0
an - _k-l < 0
a33 - _k-Z (x-c) + k-1 ax/ak - ay/ak.
The lemmas above establish that both the price adjustment and quantity
adjustment processes depend on which sector is physical capital intensive, so
we shall consider each case separately.
Gase 1: k", < ky
.~~.
Lemmas 1 and 4 establish that all > 0, and a33' a23 < 0 in this case. As noted
above, the price adjustment process depends only on p and is unstable in this
case , so p must jump immediately to the steady-state level. The determinant17
of the 2x2 submatrix of (11) corresponding to the (c,k) dynamics is negative,
and the matrix will have roots that are real and of opposite sign.
The system will have a saddle path as illustrated in Figure 2. The
c - 0 locus will-be vertical, since there ~s a unique k-(given p) at which C
and H grow at the same rate. In this case an increase in the capital/labor
ratio reduces the relative output of good x (a33 < 0), which is a stabilizing
force because it reduces the accumulation of capital relative to labor
(holding c constant). The k - 0 locus must then be downward sloping, since
an increase in k must be accompanied by a reduction in c to keep the two
factors accumulating at the same rate. Examination of Figure 2 establishes
that the saddle path must be upward-sloping. Starting from an initial
ko < k', we must have VK> VB and Vc > vB during the transition to the balanced
growth path. Since the price remains constant at p' throughout the
transition, the growth rate of consumption will be constant at the steady
state level v* from (7). It is shown in the Appendix that this path is the
one that satisfies the transversality condition to (P2).
The only remaining question is to rank the growth rate of capital
relative to that of consumption during the transition to the balanced growth
path. From (Bb), the slope of the locus of values in Figure 2 along which VK
is constant will be downward-sloping for this case, since (x-c)/k is
decreasing in k and c. Therefore, VK must be falling as k rises along the
saddle path. Since VK - v* in the balanced growth path, VK > Vc - v· along the
transition to the balanced growth path.
It should be noted that in deriving these results, we have assumed that
both sectors are in operation along the optimal path. Since p - p* along the
optimal path, it is straightforward to derive the range of initial values ko18
for which this assumption is satisfied. If ko £ lk,..(p'),ky(p')], then the
initial stock of capital is consistent with full employment factors and the
economy will converge to k' with both sectors in operation. If ko < k,..(p') , it
is not possible·-to· fully employ labor at··p' with both sectors operating. The
wage rate must then fall further below wx(p') to fully employ labor, which
will require that only sector X output be produced. Only X output will be
produced until the aggregate k ratio rises to k,..(p') , at which point the
economy will evolve as illustrated in Figure 2. Similarly, if ko > ky(p') , no
accumulation of capital will take place until the aggregate capital/labor
ratio falls to ky(p').
Case 2: k,.. > ky
In this case, Lemmas 2 and 3 yield all < 0, a21 < 0, a23 > 0, and a33 > O. As
noted in Lemma 2, the price adjustment process is stable for this case.
However, the dynamics of c and k (at fixed prices) are not stable, since an
increase in k raises the output of x and reduces the output of y, leading to a
.further increase in k. Adjustments of the price along the optimal path will
be necessary if the system is to be stable.
As a result of the restrictions noted above for this case, the
determinant of the premultiplied matrix in (11) will be negative and the
dynamic system will have either one negative root or three negative roots.
One of the roots will equal all' which is negative. The two remaining roots
will equal [a:n±(a3l+4a32a23) 112]/2. Since a33 > 0 and a23a32 < 0, these roots
must both have positive real parts. Therefore, the whole system will again
have a saddle path.
In the previous case it was possible to analyze the transitional19
dynamics in (c,k) space because p was constant along the optimal path. In the
present case, p will be changing along the saddle path, as illustrated in the
three-dimensional representation in Figure 3a. However, it is possible to
analyze the dynamics in -(c,k) space making use-of the'fact~hat the value
function is homogeneous of degree 1-a. Since the costate variables are the
derivatives of the value function with respect to the respective state
variables, the costate variables are homogeneous of degree -a. Therefore,
p - Alp is a function of k alone. Also, p(k) will be non-decreasing in k from
the concavity of the value function.
Substituting for dp - p'(k)dk in the second two rows of (11), the




k/k = b21 b22 k - k
(12)





b21 = - 11k < 0
ax 1_ay ) + (1 ax _ ay ) p' (k) .
aK 1< aK 1< ap ap
The term b 12 captures two conflicting forces. An increase in k reduces the
output of y (at constant prices) since aylak < 0 in this case, which tends to
raise c. On the other hand, the rising p associated with an increase in k
raises the growth rate of consumption (ve' > 0 for kx > ky) and raises output
of y, both of which tend to reduce c. However, the fact that the system has a
saddle path can be used to guarantee that the latter effect will dominate, so
that b l2 < O. To see this note that the determinant of the system is -b12b21 ,20
which is equal to the product of the characteristic roots of the matrix in
(12). Since the system has a saddle path, the roots must be of opposite sign,
which requires b21 < O.
The term -b22 also involves conflicting forces. An increase in k will
increase the relative output of good x when kx > kyo However, the rising p
will reduce the relative output of good x. The fact that the system has a
saddle path is not sufficient to determine which of these effects dominates.
We will thus have two cases to consider. If b22 < 0, the stabilizing effect
of p on relative outputs dominates the Rybczynski effect and the k - 0 locus
will be downward-sloping. The c- 0 locus will be vertical. Since the sign
pattern of the matrix governing dynamics in (c,k) space is identical to that
for the previous case (kx < ky), the saddle path will be upward-sloping as
illustrated in Figure 2. If b22 > 0, the Rybczynski effect on outputs
dominates the effect of a rising price and the k - 0 locus will be upward
sloping. The phase diagram for this case is illustrated in Figure 3b, which
shows that the saddle path must be upward sloping for this case as well.
Therefore, in either case we have that if ko < k*, vK> vH along the
transition path and Vc > vH. These two results are similar to those obtained
for the case kx < ky.
The difference from the previous case where kx < ky is that the rising k
must cause p to rise. From Lemma 4 we know that the growth rate of
consumption is a decreasing function of p when kx > kyo The growth rate of
consumption will be falling along the optimal path, so Vc > v* during the
transition to balanced growth. There are conflicting forces operating on the
growth rates of both types of capital during the transition. The increase in
k tends to raise the growth rate of physical capital and reduce the growth21
rate of human capital when kx > ky, but the increasing price of human capital
has the opposite effect. Therefore, it will not in general be possible to
rank vH and vK relative to v· for the transition. Similarly, it will not in
general be possible to ~ank vK relative to Vc for this case. The slope of the
locus along which vK - Vc is dc/dk - - (b22-bI2)/b21' For the case b22 > 0 in
Figure 3b, this locus must be steeper than the k - 0 locus, and its slope
cannot be ranked in general relative to the saddle path. Similarly, for the
case b22 < 0 (as in Figure 2), the locus may be upward-sloping so its slope
cannot be ranked relative to the saddle path. In the case kx > ky, we obtain
a wider range of possible rankings of growth rates because of the conflicting
role of price effects and factor accumulation effects on the outputs of the
two goods.9
Proposition 2: The balanced growth equilibrium is saddle path stable
regardless of the factor intensities. Starting from ko < k', then in the
neighborhood of the balanced growth path we have physical capital and
consumption both growing more rapidly than labor. If kx < kyo then vK >
Vc - v· > vH' If kx> ky, then Vc > v'.
V. Applications and Conclusions
We conclude by illustrating how the model can be used to analyze the
effects of changes in parameters and public policy on the balanced growth
path.22
A. Changes in p and S
A decrease in the discount rate will make investment in both physical
and human capital more attractive. Since both types of investment are
affected equally,--there is no effect on the -·intertempora1 no arbitrage
condition (5) and the relative price of human capital in the balanced growth
path will be unaffected by the change in the discount rate. Since p' is
unaffected and Vc - (rx-p-S)/o. a decrease in the discount rate must raise the
growth rate in the balanced growth path.
Equations (9) and (10) can be used to calculate the effect of this
increase in the balanced growth rate on c and k. Differentiating (9) yields
dk/dv' - (8y/8k)-I. An increase in the growth rate requires an increase in the
output of the educational sector. since all Y sector output is used for factor
accumulation. An increase in Y output requires an increase in k iff





An increase in the growth rate requires an increase in (x-c)/k in order to
increase the rate of capital accumulation. If ky > kx. then (8x/8k) < 0 and
(8y/8k) > O. and the bracketed expression in (9) must be negative. An
increase in the growth rate raises k and reduces x, so the only way that
(x-c)/k can increase is for consumption to fall. If kx > ky, then by Lemma 4
we have 8x/8k > x/k > 0 and 8y/8k < 0, and the bracketed expression must be
positive. In this case, dk/dv' < 0 and output of x must again fall. The
percentage reduction in output will be greater than the percentage reduction
in k, however, so that x/k falls. In order to have.the growth rate increase,23
clk must fall by more than xjk, which requires a reduction in c.
We next examine the effect of an increase in the rate of depreciation on
physical capital, S. An increase in S reduces the attractiveness of physical
capital, which must alter the relative price of sector Y output on the




whe:re a; : r elk, elky
'dp - wy dp .
Utilizing rx < 0, w y > 0, and Lemma 1. sign Q - sign (dpjdS) - sign (ky - kx).
An increase in the depreciation rate makes physical capital more expensive,
and will raise the relative price of the capital-intensive good. Note also
that the growth rate effect is larger when 0 is low.
The effect of an increase in S on k is obtained by differentiating (8a),
In the case where ky > kx. the right hand side of the expression is negative
from (14) and Lemma 4. It follows that dkjdS < 0 in this case. If kx > kyo
the right hand side is ambiguous because the negative effect of S on growth
conflicts with the effect of falling p on Y output. We will have dkjdS < 0 in
this case only if the latter effect dominates.
The comparative statics results of this section can be summarized as:24
Proposition 3:
(a) An decrease in the discount factor p will raise the balanced growth
rate and reduce the level of consumption per effective labor unit on the
balanced growth path. The capital-labor-ratio will fall-iff Isc < kyo
(b) An increase in 0 will reduce the growth rate. The relative price of
y will rise iff Isc < kyo If Isc < ky, then dk/do < O.
B. Factor Taxation
This model can also be used to compare the effects of capital and labor
taxation on the balanced growth path. Capital taxation is assumed to consist
of a tax at rate TK on the earnings from all capital. Labor taxation is
modelled as a tax at rate TL on earnings from human capital in the goods
sector. The asymmetry between capital and labor taxation is that it is
assumed that labor in the education sector is untaxed, since the foregone
earnings of labor are not taxed during the process of human capital
accumulation.
The tax revenues, T, collected from factor taxation are assumed to be
used to purchase goods which enter separably in the household utility function
and thus do not affect household preferences over private goods. The
objective function for the household then remains to solve (Pl) for a given
tax policy, subject to (2) and
K - ShxHf(Isc) - T - oK - C (15)
where T 5 rx(l-TK)K + wx(l-TL)ShxH. Forming the current value Hamiltonian for




where rj (wi) is the marginal product of physical (human) capital in sector i
and p is the relative price of human capital as before. Conditions (16)
require equalization of the net of tax return to factors. Since capital is
taxed at the same rate in both sectors, this results in the equalization of
the pre-tax returns to capital as in (4a) for the case without factor
taxation. The marginal product of labor will be higher in the goods sector
because of the assumption that labor in human capital accumulation is untaxed.
Defining p and ~ to be the costate variables associated with K and H
respectively, the necessary conditions also require
(17a)
(17b)
Since p - ~/p, (17) can be combined to yield
(18)
Equation (18) is the intertemporal no-arbitrage condition for the case with
factor taxation, which requires that the net of tax returns to the two factors
be equalized.
Equations (16) and (18) can be solved for the values of kx, ky, and p
consistent with the balanced growth path (p~O) as was done in Section III for
the case without factor taxation. Totally differentiating (16) and (18)
yields the following result:
Lemma 5:




(b) The effects of a tax on labor income in the goods sector are:
ap < 0
aTL
A tax on capital income raises the cost of physical capital, leading to
substitution of human capital for physical capital in both sectors. The price
of educational services will rise as a result of the tax on capital iff
education is capital intensive relative to goods production. The effect of a
capital tax is similar to that obtained above f9r the effect of an increase in
the depreciation rate, except that the definition of capital intensity
relevant for determining the direction of the price change involves a
comparison of ky with kx(l-rL)' This comparison is equivalent to a comparison
of the ratio of capital to labor costs in the two sectors. IO
Since the tax on labor income is limited to the goods sector, it raises
the cost of labor relative to capital in the goods sector, but reduces it in
the education sector. The tax must reduce the relative price of education
output, since the tax falls only on the goods sector. In contrast to the
capital tax, the impact on price does not depend on the factor intensity
ranking of the two sectors.
Lemma 5 can be used to calculate the effects of factor taxation on the
rate of growth. Differentiating the Hamiltonian with respect to C yields the
condition C'· - I' - O. Differentiating this with respect to time and
substituting from (16a) yields the growth rate of consumption to be27
Vc - u-1 [rx(l<x(TK' TL» (l-TK) - (pH)]. (19)
Factor taxes affect growth through their impact on the net return to capital
in the goods sector. Since labor taxation raises kx, an increase in the rate
of labor taxati~n must reduce the net return to capital and the rate of growth
on the balanced growth path, dv/dTL - -(l-TK)wxryky/uD < O. An increase in
the rate of capital taxation reduces the net return to capital at a given kx,
but it also reduces kx. Differentiation of (19) establishes that dv/dTK -
- rxky(rykx(l-TL)+Wy)/uD < 0, so that the former effect must dominate. Thus,
both types of factor taxes reduce the rate of growth, and, as a consequence,
retard human capital accumulation. The latter contrasts with Heckman (1976)
in which a general capital tax, under a partial equilibrium framework, reduces
the after-tax real rate of interest and thus encourages human capital
accumulation.
The capital tax involves no al10cative distortion at a point in time,
but creates an intertemporal distortion in (17a) by reducing the future return
on capital investments. In contrast to Lucas (1990), where labor taxation
results only in a human wealth effect, the labor tax in present work has two
effects. There is both an intertempora1 distortion, which retards human
capital accumulation, and an allocative distortion at a point in time, which
enourages education relative to employment in the X sector. The relative
effect of the two taxes on the growth rate can be seen by comparing the effect
of an increase in the two taxes such that dTK/(l-TK) - dTL!(l-rL), which
reduces the net of tax return on each factor at the same rate. Comparing the
above results for the effects of the taxes establishes that the capital tax
has a larger impact on the growth rate, since (l-rK)dv/drK < (l-rL)dv/drL'
The capital tax has a more negative impact on growth because of its broader28
coverage. 11 In sununary, we have
Proposition 4: Both capital taxation and labor taxation must reduce the rate
of economic growth. Labor taxation must raise p, and raises (lowers) the
capital labor ratio in sector X (Y). Capital taxation raises p iff kx < ky,
and will raise the capital-labor ratio in both sectors in all cases.
C. Extensions
This main objective of this paper has been to develop a general two
sector model of endogenous growth with human capital and physical capital
accumulation, where labor and capital are used in both production sectors. We
have shown how the use of the intertemporal no-arbitrage condition yields a
simplified analysis of the balanced growth path, and have shown how this
technique can be applied to analyze effects of parameter changes.
We conclude with some brief comments on how the techniques in this paper
can be applied to other extensions of the model. The first issue concerns the
welfare analysis of taxation. We have briefly analyzed the effect of factor
taxes on the rate of growth, but a more complete analysis would compare the
effects of the two taxes on welfare given a government revenue objective. In
addition, the model can be used to analyze other forms of taxes, such as
sectoral output taxes. A second extension is to incorporate leisure time into
the analysis. If leisure time enters the utility function, households must
also choose the amount of human capital to be allocated to leisure activities.
Such an extension does not affect the intertemporal no-arbitrage condition or
sectoral zero profit conditions, but requires adjustments in the output
equations to distinguish between the stock of human capital and the stock that
is employed in production. Finally, the model could also be extended to allow29
for. externalities from the stock of capitalof 1:he type analyzed by Romer (1986).Endnotes
1. Mulligan and Sa1a-i-Martin (1992) examine transitional dynamics in a two
sector model of endogenous growth, but their analysis is limited to simulation.
Caba11e and Santos (1991) examine transitional dynamics in the Lucas two sector
model, with the~ccumu1ationof human capital requiring only labor inputs.
2. There is an interesting comparison between the instability of the quantity
adjustment described in this paper with that obtained in the two sector growth
model of Uzawa (1961, 1963) where only capital accumulation is endogenous. In
the Uzawa model, instability may arise when the investment good is capital
intensive relative to the consumption good. This is analogous to our case in
which the education sector is labor intensive, since each factor is used
intensively in its own production. In contrast to Uzawa, however, we obtain
saddle path stability for either factor intensity ranking because of the role
played by the price adjustment process. It should also be noted that Shell,
Sidrauski, and Stiglitz (1969) have considered the role of capital gains in the
Uzawa model where a constant fraction of income is save.
3. This formulation allows for the perpetual evolution of human capital, which
accords with the observation that ancestor's human capital skill levels can
affect the descendant's through home education and intergenerationa1 knowledge
transfers. This point is discussed by Ehrlich and Liu (1991).
4. Inclusion of capital in the education sector accounts for the observed
production similarity between physical and human capital inputs (see Becker
(1971), Ben-Porath (1967), and Schultz (1961».
5. For a discussion on this restriction, see Rebelo (1991).
6. In deriving the necessity of transversa1ity conditions (3f) and (3g) for
this problem, Benveniste and Scheinkman impose an assumption that the objective
function u is non-negative. For u> 1, this conditions will not be met by (P1).
However, the purpose of this assumption is to assure the positivity of the state
vector and of the costate variables. Assumptions which accomplish this, and are
met by (P1), can be used to show that (3f) and (3g) are necessary for this
problem.
7. We assume throughout this section that both goods and education are
produced. This result can be modified in ways that will be noted below to
inclUde the possibility that initial conditions are ~uch that only one sector
output is produced at some points in the transition toward the balanced growth
path.
8. Caba11e ~nBcSantos (1991) obtain a similar condition for the existence of
a balanced growth-jiath in the case where only labor is used in the production of
human capital. Thus, allowing both factors to be used in both sectors does not
alter the conclusions regarding the existence of a balanced growth path.
However, it does play an important role in the transitional dynamics and the
analysis of the effects of parameter changes on the balanced growth path, which
will be considered below.9. As in the previous case, this analysis holds assuming that the non-
negativity constraints on factor accumulation are not binding. This is
equivalent to assuming that k < [ky(p) , k,,(p)] along the optimal path. This
restriction cannot be simply illustrated in (c,k) space, since p (and thus the
bounds of the feasible region) are changing along the path.
10. Jones (1971) refers to this as the value factor intensity ranking of goods,
while a comparison of k" and ky is referred to the physical factor intensity
ranking. In cases where there are distortions in factor markets, these rankings
will not necessarily coincide. Note that the rankings here differ only because
of the labor tax, since the capital tax is the same across sectors.
11. Clearly, this comparison of the effect of the two types of factor taxes
takes no comparison of the revenue raised from the two types of taxes. In order
to compare the welfare effects of the two types of taxes, it would be necessary
to compare the effects on utility of labor and capital taxes that raise the same
amount of revenue. Such an analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, and
remains an area for future work.REFERENCES
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The purpose of this Appendix is to present a brief analysis of the
transformed problem (P2), which expresses variable in per unit human capital
terms. By presenting the problem using this transformation, we illustrate the
behavior of the ratio of the capital stocks, k, along the optimal path.
Proposition 1 established the existence of a balanced growth path along which
both factors grow at the same rate, which implies k = O. Our objective in
this section is to analyze the transversa1ity condition for k, and to show
that k ~ 0 implies p ~ O. This allows us to analyze the transitional
dynamics of the untransformed problem (P1) using the relative price p. In
addition, we illustrate that the problem (P1) is homogeneous of degree 1-a,
and establish the linkage between the costate variables of the two problems.
Since the discount factor in (P2) depends on the control variables, it
is convenient to solve for the optimal policies as a function of~, using the
fact that ~ - r(t)dt, ret) = p - (l-a)vH(t). This transformation turns the
problem into one in which standard techniques from optimal control theory can
be applied. The problem (P2) can then be restated as
(A.1)
To solve this problem, form the Hamiltonian
(A.2)
For a > 1, this problem will be concave in the control variables and will
satisfy the conditions of Bennenisle and Scheinkman (1982). The necessaryconditions are
9(wx+k wy) -J*(l-u)wy = 0
~ =9 - ~ = 9 - ~ [Skx r x + (TJ-6) -(l-SJu) g{ky) - (l-skx)ry k]






The costate variable 9 has the interpretation of being the value of a
unit of physical capital per unit of human capital. It is useful in
interpreting (A.3) to relate this variable to the variables ~, A, and p used
in analyzing Pl. Since the costate variables are the derivatives of the value
functions with respect to the respective state variables, we have 9 - v'(k),
~ - V k , and A - VH. Differentiation of the identity H1-ov(k) - V(kH, H) yields
the relations:
9 = HO~
HOA ( - q)v(k) - k 9





Using (A.4), it can be seen that (A.3a-c) will be equivalent to (3a-c) if
v(k) - J*. This equality will hold since v(k) = fo
O' J* e'~ M - fo
O' 9 ~ e-~
Using v'(k) - 9 and integrating by parts yields the desired equality.
Equation (A. 3d) can be rewritten using (A.3b) as:1 dO
eat
(A.5)
(A.5) implies that in the steady state where ~ = 0, we have "H - (l-Shx)
g(ky) - ~ - (p+6-rx)/u, which is identical to the steady state growth rates
obtained using (7) and (8a) in the text.
Finally, note that since k ~ 0 and e ~ 0 in the limit, then
differentiation of (A.4c) establishes p ~ O.RESEARCH PAPERS OF THE RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
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